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"A Father of Three Children Dies Due to Torture in Syrian 

Regime Prisons"  

 
 

 

 Four Refugees Injured from Al Nairab camp During their Participation in 

the Fighting alongside the Regular Army 

 The Syrian Security Released a Refugee from AL Aedin Camp at Hama after 

3 Years Detention 

 The Palestine Charity Commission Distributes Aid on the Residents of Khan 

Al Sheih Camp at Damascus Suburb 

 Distributing Food Aid on the Residents of Al Aedin Camp In Homs 

 The Palestine Charity Commission in Cooperation with Turkish 

Organization Fedar Distributed Food Meals on Al Muzareeb Residents. 

 The Life Way Association Distributed Aid on the Displaced Refugees at 

Rihaneya and Entap in Turkey 

 "The Palestinians of Syria Future" An Assessment Report Discusses the 

Possible Developments of the Palestinians of Syria Tragedy 
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Victims 

Mari Methqal Hasan 40 years died due to torture in the Syrian prisons, it 

is mentioned that he is from Al Husaeyneyya camp and he is a father for 

three children, Mari was arrested since about 10 months from Jaramana 

camp. Activists reported that the Syrian Security didn’t give the body to 

his relatives and just delivered his death certificate and his personal 

things. 

 

Mari Methqal Hasan 

Recent Updates 

Four Palestinian refugees from Al Nairab camp in Aleppo were injured 

yesterday while they were participating in the fighting besides the 

Regular Army against the Opposition groups at Al Zahraa area in 

Aleppo, the refugees are Saher Al Derbi, Mahmoud Mashour, Abdel 

Rahman Daya, and Mohammed Nezar Daoud. It is referred that they are 

from Al Quds Brigade one of the military brigades that is loyal to the 
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Syrian Regime. Al Quds Brigade was established in October 2013 but it 

was not declared at that time, it was formed by Mohammed Saied and 

includes Palestinian fighters from AL Nairab camp, Handarat camp, Al 

Raml camp at Latakia and fighters from Aleppo and its northern and 

western suburb. AL Quds Brigade considered Al Nairab camp as its main 

headquarter. 

In Hama, the Syrian Security released the Palestinian Syrian refugee the 

Pharmacist Wesam Rafe' after being arrested for 3 years and he is from 

the residents of Al Aedin camp at Hamaa.  

 

Wesam Rafe' 

The AGPS documented those 51 Detained Palestinian refugees from the 

residents of Hama camp, where the toll number for the detained 

Palestinians in the Syrian prisons reached 917 detainees and their 

Destiny is still unidentified. 
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Civil Work Committees 

The Palestine Charity Commission ended yesterday its project of 

distributing food parcels and purchasing cards on the residents of Khan 

Al Sheih camp for Palestinian refugees in Damascus Suburb. The 

distribution included all the camp residents and their families who 

resorted to the camp from the neighboring towns and camps. 

It is worthy to mention that Khan Al Sheih camp witnessed recently a 

high pace of violence, where the camp was frequently targeted with the 

explosive barrels which led to a number of casualties and material 

damages. 

The International Relief Organization in cooperation with the Charity 

commission distributed about 400 parcels of chicken on the residents of 

Al Aedin camp at Homs, where they will distribute other 600 parcels , 

moreover, it is decided to distribute food meals to the fast people of L 

Raml camp at Latakia and the Relief organization and the Charity 

commission decided the beneficiaries and they are the displaced families, 

,the orphan  families , the special needs people and the poor families who 

are registered with the Public Commission for the Palestinian refugees 

records.  

The Palestine Charity Commission in Cooperation with the Fedar the 

Turkish organization distributed 100 food meals on the displaced 

Palestinian families at AL Muzareeb town. 
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The Life Way Association in cooperation with the Palestinians of Syria 

Committee in Turkey carried out the Charity Ramadan Parcels which is 

presented by the International Islamic Youth Conference at Al Raihanya 

Turkish city; the beneficiaries of the project were 70 Palestinian Syrian 

families at Al Raihaneya. The Committee also distributed financial aid 

and the Ramadan parcels to the Palestinians of Syria at Nizip in Entap 

city in south of Turkey, where the number of families at Nizip is 28 

families. 
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Lebanon 

Al Zaytouna Center for Studies and Consultations issued its strategic 

assessment about "the Future of the Palestinians of Syria". The report 

discusses the tragedy that about 630000 Palestinian Syrian refugees were 

exposed to. Most of the Palestinians of Syria refugees lived in a new 

Nakba with all similarities and assessments. The report refers to that 

about 270000 Palestinian refugees resorted to places more safe inside 

Syria and more than 100000 immigrated out of Syria and the remaining 

refugees are still living under fire and siege. The assessment report 

justifies that the possible scenarios on the short term don’t give a positive 

implication to the future of the Palestinians of Syria, whether the conflict 

continues or the Syrian country detached to ethnic areas, the Palestinians 

of Syria suffering will continue in addition to the minimization of their 

number.  

 

The Assessment Report refers that there is a possibility to stop the 

deterioration of the Palestinians of Syria situation if the conflict parties 

reached a settlement in support from the international and regional axis 
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which would maintain the unity of the Syrian country. To return back to 

the previous state depends on a number of factors that are related to the 

new regime and its power and political approaches and the ability to 

treat and govern under the out pressures. The developmental unity is still 

a desired choice but it is elusive in the current stage. 

The assessment report insures that the United Palestinian Reference 

which own a political vision to parallel  the situation of the refugees there 

and will contribute to failure the projects of demolishing the Palestine 

cause and the refugees existence in the Syrian camps. The Report also 

discussed the Palestinians of Syria cause on several titles m they are the 

existence of the crises and escalation, leaving Syria, the international and 

regional situation and the possible scenarios. 

To download the Arabic version: 

http://www.alzaytouna.net/arabic/data/attachments/St-Assessment/Str-Ass_78_7-15.pdf 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 4/7/2015 

 80,000 Palestinian refugees escaped from Syria, including 10,687 

refugees in Jordan, 51300 refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in 

Egypt, according to the UNRWA's statistics till February 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 736 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 807 days, water was cut for 297 days 

http://www.alzaytouna.net/arabic/data/attachments/St-Assessment/Str-Ass_78_7-15.pdf
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respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

176 victims.  

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents 

of the camp to return back to their houses for 618 days respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 599 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 801 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 444 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


